
Customer Data Platform 
Hub Edition

Know your customers  I  Respond authentically  I  Maximize lifetime value



More and more enterprise brands are moving 
toward direct customer engagement, and there 
are more channels in which to engage. 
Enterprise brands need to build and maintain 
better relationships with their customers, and 
keep the relationships consistent across the 
multiple ways they engage. Siloed systems get 
in the way of this goal, preventing marketers 
from understanding customer behavior and 
engaging with customers across channels.

AgilOne CDP Hub unifies customer data into a 
single source of truth and enhances the data 
with calculations and predictive models. By 
cleansing, deduping, stitching, and enriching 
data at the customer level, AgilOne CDP Hub 
creates a master marketing record that powers 
analytical applications, engagement systems, 
and any other system that consumes customer 
information. This master marketing record 
enables personalization to be consistent and 
orchestrated across channels, which increases 
profitability and customer lifetime value.

• Cleanse, dedupe, stitch, online and offline 
customer data into a master marketing record. 

• Unify comprehensive historical data, 
including transactions, events, and 
engagement records.

• Enrich customer profiles with data from first 
and third party sources, with attributes such as 
demographic, geographic, and National 
Change of Address. 

• Easily configure metadata and scripting 
directly into the platform to meet unique, 
brand-specific business and data needs.

• Conduct analysis to gain customer insights. 
With AgilOne Hub, you gain easy, flexible 
access to granular data. You can export data 
into your own systems or conduct analysis 
within AgilOne Hub.  

• Get a jump-start on understanding your 
customers with pre-built metrics and models, 
plus machine learning algorithms that predict 
customer behavior. 

• Feed insights into execution systems across 
the customer ecosystem with robust APIs.

• Ensure data security and privacy. AgilOne is 
SOC compliance certified and in compliance 
with EU mandates. 
 

• Gain a comprehensive single 
  customer view of the customer.

• Understand customer behavior 
  through deep analytical insights.

• Power orchestrated engagement 
  with one clean, enhanced master
  marketing record.

Benefits:

Key Features:



Single Customer View

Insights & Predictive Analytics

Personalized Engagement
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Email
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Mobile Application
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Call Center

Loyalty
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3rd Party
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Attribution

Email

Outbound Marketing

SMS
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Agilone’s Customer Data Platform

Customer Interaction

Call Center
A/B Web

Decision/Analytics

Predictive Modeling
DW

Acquisition: Improve acquisition by providing the right data feeds in the right places. With AgilOne Hub, you 
can optimize display with intelligent ad suppression, create better lookalike modeling, and enhance display 
targeting with CRM data and cookie matching.

Engagement: Improve customer engagement for both current customers and prospective customers. For 
example, you can capture data from offline events, provide call center agents with a single customer view, 
and ensure greater consistency in messaging as consumers move across channels.

Conversion: Increase conversion for current and potential customers by creating smarter site abandon-
ment campaigns, improving the effectiveness of display targeting, and increasing the relevance of website 
personalization.

Retention: Improve retention and help extend the lifecycle of a customer. With AgilOne Hub, you can identify 
and win back at-risk customers, identify your most valuable customers and engage them with relevant 
nurture programs, and engage valuable customers with campaigns that span across channels. 

Spend optimization: Make sure that your dollars give you the most return. With AgilOne Hub, you can 
mapping journeys across the entire customer lifecycle, understand lifetime value by acquisition source, and 
create intelligent customer segments for personalized content.

Key Use Cases:
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